…………………………………………………………………………….. : The Cosby Show
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJy1q76YPZg

1. Introduce the document and ask (and write) the WHOLE questions :
What sort?
Who?
Where?
When /what time?
What (activity)?
Rudy doesn’t want to be late. Why? Imagine the title of this worksheet then.
Why does her mother say “cereal, bananas and milk, what?”

Now sum up what you know with a few sentences : introduce the document!
2. Let’s go back to the first scene : what does the father or the mother want them to do? Match the names
with the verbs and then make sentences using WANT/EXPECT/WOULD LIKE TO






Rudy
Theo
Denise
Claire
Vanessa

-wear the sleeves he has cut off
-have a pastry and a cappuccino with her
-not worry about her first day
-change clothes and put on something without lace
and more understated
-wake up and get up
-see him excited about learning
-be polite and say “please”
-get the children dressed

3. Suppositions, feelings and expressing consequence : part II
a. After his first day of school, Theo sounds ………………………….. Why?
Maybe/ Perhaps he…… so / therefore/as a result/consequently…………
He may have …… / he might have….
What about Rudy? How does she look? Can you suppose why?

b. Now listen to their answers, and think about the feelings of the other characters. Match the names, the
adjectives and the reason. Then make sentences and express CAUSE ( because, since, as, for, that’s why,
because of )

Denise

Depressed = sad

The parents

Nervous=anxious

Theo

Very happy=delighted /
cheerful/ ecstatic

Vanessa

She wants the boys to notice
she is beautiful
It’s her first time at school
without her braces on
They have the worst teacher at
school : Mrs Westlake in maths

Angry / frustrated
Rudy

A boy called her names
They get the house back
She has been up since 5
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